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Verwood United Reformed 

Church 
Thursday, 16th January 2014, 7.30pm 

 
     

Agenda 
 

 
Present: 
 
Julian Macro (Chair), Sarie Cross (Notes), Dorothy Macro, Joyce Heffernan, Viv 
Chambers, Dave Kusel, Ron Barson, Barbara Walton, Doreen Dowling, Giorgi 
Salarishvili  
 
Apologies for Absence: 
 
Rosemary Tivey, Andrew Sinclair, Nigel Deller, Tim Leavers, Andy and Caroline Ostins 
 
The meeting was opened by Julian Macro.  The group was informed that Rosemary 
Tivey had broken her shoulder and Julian led prayers for her and others known to the 
group. 
 
The Minutes of the meeting on 20/11/2013 were accepted (with some corrections as 
noted in email correspondence). 
 
1. Action points / Matters arising not mentioned elsewhere on Agenda 
 

Town Leaflet – Ron Barson had distributed  the latest draft of the leaflet.  
Unfortunately churches are always in state of flux and change so it quickly 
becomes out of date.  CiTV representatives were asked to check entries and email 
revisions as soon as possible.  The main reason for the leaflet is the need to get 
something out to newcomers to Verwood and it will be distributed via Estate 
Agents.  Thanks to Ron for a difficult task well done.  
ACTION RB to print and distribute 

 
2. Notice of other items for this meeting 
 

None had been received 
 
 

 



3. Proposed Verwood satellite of the Ringwood Foodbank 
 

Julian had been informed by Tim that Dave Kratzche is very interested in leading – 
but not yet been confirmed.  A meeting was planned for the last week in February.  
Ringwood Foodbank will come to talk about the possibility of setting one up in 
Verwood the likely venue will be the URC as the premises would meet the 
requirements.  A number of people have expressed an interest in volunteering.   
There was some concern that this would not be a duplication of the work being 
done by the Trussell Trust Charity Shop as the staff there appeared to know 
nothing about it.  Julian confirmed that the proposal was in conjunction with the 
Ringwood Foodbank that is run by Trussell Trust.  The Charity Shop can only deal 
with emergencies but a food bank would possibly be opened on three days a 
week.  All is well regulated and organised and the aim is to get people over the 
need for a crisis.  At present distribution of vouchers in Verwood is not working 
well and the cost of getting to Ringwood is prohibative.  It was also noted that 
meeting will be open to those not attached to the churches.   
ACTION – JM to circulate information about the meeting 

 
4. “Carols for All” 08/12/13 at the Hub 
 

It was noted that in future there needed to be arrangements for those that cannot 
cope with steps plus a space for buggies and wheelchairs. It was also noted that 
it would be advisable to book the date for next year early.  It was suggested that 
if preferred date is not available then  alternatives could be considered including 
a possible possibly to link into the Christmas Extravaganza which may attract a 
different audience.  Doreen wondered why the words of the carols had been 
changed from traditional versions.  Julian explained that they came from the 
Rejoice and Sing Book.   
Action – JM to sort out a booking for December 2014 

 
5. Week of Prayer for Christian Unity  
 

The schedule was circulated with the Agenda. 
 
6. Messy Church –report 
 

Barbara had no update to report however all church leaders have been asked to 
attend the next Messy Church.  It was not known if there had been any progress 
with publicity idea from Tim. 

 
7. Lent Groups, 2014  
 

It was agreed the the theme of this year would be the York Course “Build on the 
Rock – Faith, doubt – and Jesus?”  
One of the aims of CiTV setting this up is to promote the Ecumenical nature of the 
groups as a step towards unity with other Christians in Verwood. So far groups 



from Methodist/Salvation Army/St Michaels.   It was suggested purchasing 1 CD 
for CiTV and a set of leaders notes/transcripts and 8 booklets per group.  It would 
be worth publicising that the transcript was available for the deaf/hard of hearing.   
ACTION Viv Chambers needs information about proposed Groups. She aims to 
distribute information within a week to all churches with a flier/poster and sign up 
sheets.  Viv to ask if St Michael’s would order on account  

 
8. Dorset Fire and Rescue Service Multi-Faith Voluntary Chaplaincy 
 

Churches Together in Dorset are promoting the idea of voluntary chaplains 
attached to all fire stations.  This has been suggested to Bernie. It would appear 
that the Community Pastors seem to be knocking on closed doors in the industrial 
estate so maybe God is calling on a different approach.  Main issue with this 
scheme concerned a multi-faith approach that would not fit with the current 
Community Pastor set up which is focussed on a Christian faith. 

 
9. Community Pastors – Report 
 

Ron updated the meeting – The Community Pastors had spent 15 months trying to 
engage with various organisations and small businesses on the industrial estate 
including Business Breakfasts; Costa Coffee evenings; Christmas Cards delivered; 
but they were not getting feedback that there is any interest in furthering 
relationships.  Bernie has had mixed take up with retail areas.  An area of need 
appears to be the number of lone workers but there was difficulty getting 
information about small businesses and in trying to get people to meetings etc.  
The Community Pastors are considering the question about whether they should 
be persevering or finding a change in direction to find a way to break through.  It 
was acknowledged that evangelising is hard –  once a contact is made sharing is 
natural and easy and we are all doing it in our everyday lives,  but the difficulty is 
making that initial contact.   Ron and Bernie will continue to pray for direction and 
will welcome ideas.  The group expressed thanks to all that Bernie and Ron do 
and promised to continue to pray with and for you.   

 
10. Christian Aid Week, 11-17/05/14  (see Minute 6 of 20/11/13) 
 

Julian had recently received a letter of resignation from Russell White as co-
ordinator of Christian Aid Week due to family commitments.   Also received was a 
note of thanks from the Dorset co-ordinator to Russell for 10 years hard work 
raising over £34k.  Need volunteers to take it on.  The original idea was for 
churches to take turns with representatives from each team but over the years it 
had evolved Russell had done much of the preparation.  The are therefore two 
vacant roles one for St Michael’s and one for someone to act as a co-ordinator.  
There is an urgent need to order the material well ahead of time.  It was felt that 
Russell will be able to help with quantities.  It was suggest that Russell should be 
asked to put together something about what has to be done when and by whom.  
Russell has computer records that would be useful.  Need to know what is 



entailed.  It should be emphasised that this is a form of outreach and an act of 
witness.  There may be someone in the churches but unless we know what they 
are being asked to do then it will be difficult to recruit someone.  The most pressing 
priority will be to order the materials. 
ACTION JM to ask Russell to record what he does as central contact.  St Michaels 
to find volunteer for their own collectors.  Julian Macro to mention this at the United 
Service  but ALL to try to ask in their own churches.  Area organiser will be able to 
give support. Joyce Hefferman is happy for house to be used as venue but does 
not have skills to be the co-ordinator.   

 
11. Proposed Clergy Exchange, 11th May 2014 
 

Nigel Deller will be on sabbatical for 3 months June to August so the pulpit 
exchange has been brought forward to the beginning of Christian Aid Week. 

 
12. Treasurer’s Report  

 
Nigel had prepared the financial report which was distributed.  There was nothing 
untoward to report. 

 
It was noted that money had been transferred from fund for young people to 
Messy Church.  There was as to why the Lent Course money was paid into the 
Mission Fund as it had been agreed at a previous meeting that this fund would be 
deleted. 

 
13. Church activities – any special events or issues to report? 
 

Representatives shared news of major events in their churches. 
 
14. Other business 
 

There were no items of any other business 
 

15. Date of next meeting:  
 
Tuesday, 6th May, 7.30pm at Bethel (AGM) 

 
The Chairman ended the  meeting drawing the group’s thoughts and prayers to the 
outstanding issues of Christian Aid and the proposed Foodbank. 
 
The meeting was closed with the Grace 


